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Company: Riccione Resources, Inc.

Location: Dallas

Category: other-general

AI Analyst, AI Object Detection, Geospatial, U.S. Project in Qatar

Our Dallas-based client is urgently searching for candidates interested in learning and

building AI technology for a U.S. Military site in Qatar. This firm leads the way in building 4D

infrastructure for next-generation technology using AI/ML, Computer Vision, and IoT

Sensors. This is a unique opportunity to grow your skills and join a team and company of

passionate innovators who desire to create value and success for their customers.

Why should you apply here?

Successful co-founders who have experience building companies

Well-funded, growing 4-year-old startup with Fortune 500 companies and the U.S. Military

for clients

Ground-floor opportunity with growth potential and scaling up

Products focused on AI/ML, Computer Vision, and IoT Sensor technology

Passionate team with successful people who enjoy working together and celebrating

wins

Ownership through stock equity

Excellent Benefits (fully paid apartment and car while on overseas assignment)
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What will you be doing?

Primarily responsible for interpreting “events” generated by AI technology and interfacing

with both internal colleagues and external (various DoD customers) to improve AI

support of the customer’s program

Event/Alert monitoring and AI annotation to improve event/alert quality

Provide support to the development team via feedback on AI performance

Support the establishment of standard operating procedures (SOP), including

documentation and training materials

Build and maintain positive rapport with customers throughout this program

Serve as the primary point of contact

Gather feedback from the customer to recommend improvements and new features

Document best practices and create valuable, repeatable solutions

Conduct shift work as part of a team to maintain coverage of alerts and escalate as

necessary

Write SQL queries

What are the minimum qualifications?

Bachelor’s degree or equivalent work experience

2+ years of experience in object detection or geospatial

Relocate overseas for five months, with the potential for a one-year renewal

Basic coding background in Python, JavaScript, or other language

Experience with reporting and analytics tools (Advanced Excel, Tableau, SQL, etc.)

Must have a mature and professional demeanor and thrive in a fast-paced



environment

Ability to effectively manage competing priorities and meet deadlines

Capable of thriving in a startup environment and wearing multiple hats

Must have a strong work ethic and professional demeanor

Comfortable working independently, taking ownership of tasks, and directly interacting

with clients

Must have military experience

Previous experience traveling overseas or having been deployed overseas

What will make your resume stand out?

Experience working in the military or federal agency

Background working in an international (especially Middle East) location

Background in geospatial object detection

Location: Onsite at a United States military facility in Qatar

Citizenship:  U.S. Citizenship required

Total Compensation Package

115 – 125k + Bonus up to 50% = Total Compensation of 175k – 190k

401k

Stock Options

Medical Insurance Benefits

Flexible PTO



Fully paid apartment in Qatar at no cost to the employee

Fully paid car to use in Qatar at no cost to the employee

Air travel to Qatar is paid for with no cost to the employee

Additional round-trip airfare paid for at no cost to the employee

Apply Now
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